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Panel descriptions
Rufio! Rufio! Discuss the hit film Hook with the leader of the lost boys!
Dante discusses his extensive career from Prince Zuko to Jake Long!

Talk Buffy (and the rest of his extensive career) with Zander himself, Nicho-

las Brendan!

Celebrate the exploits of the Starship Enterprise with Tasha Yar herself!
Hear from Denise about her acting career, from Pet Sematary to Walking Dead!

and Rocket Raccoon!

Talk with Sean about the ever expanding MCU and his experiences as Kraglin

Spend Mother's Day with Sean Gunn as he shares his experiences on Gilmore Girls!
Death to Ming! Reminisce about the adventures of Flash Gordon with Sam
Jones!
Dive into the world of steampunk mermaids with expert cosplayers
Children of Proteus as they discuss their techniques, process, and even their original comic!

Join expert cosplayers The Spider Couple as they discuss how they learned to
do everything a spider can!
Feel the need to fight? Want to take part in history's most
deadly sport? Sign up and become a gladiator! Win as a team with other fighters or dominate the
arena and be the last one standing. Your life is determined by the audience so make sure they are
entertained if you want to keep living!
The popular YC3 Amtgard Guest Tournament returns. Test
your mettle against other participants and become the top fighter of Yellow City Comic Convention!
Prizes will be given to the winners.
Gather your team and battle against waves of monsters
unleashed in the YC3 arena! They’re not friendly, and you’ll want to take them down fast. Participants will compete against other teams for the best time. Do you have what it takes to be YC3’s top
Monster Hunters?

Panel descriptions
Come along and join the show of a lifetime as Take One Improv takes
con-goers into a world of fun with a variety of improv games, stand-up, dramatic readings of internet nonsense, lip-sync showdowns, and see beloved movies and television shows re-cast with characters that definitely don’t belong. Join us for a randomly wild ride! Note: this panel is rated PG-13
Our actors put on a short-form improv comedy show,
similar to Whose Line Is It Anyway, that is suitable for all ages.
So you want to be the next pop star, but don’t know how to
sing? No problem! Performance is half of the battle. Compete against other want-to-be performers in a lip-sync battle competition, including performances by members of Take One.
Learn the process used by Second City, SNL, etc. to create creative sketches and scripts. We take you step by step from conception to script with the possibility of a finished product at the end written by the attendees.
Just as the title suggests, this improv show is free from filters
and restraints. This is a no-holds-barred show of absolute hilarity. Audience suggestions are allowed
to get as crazy as the crowd dares. Take One also agrees to answer any and all questions you can
throw at them with brutal honesty.
Struggling to get that YouTube channel of yours off the ground? Hear from
Adam Morris, creator of Aeropoint Media, about how to be a successful YouTuber!
Go back, all the way back, to the basics and learn how to draw by building up
from the most basic of shapes. Learn how to look at people, animals, and your surroundings to
break down what you see! Whether you’re a new, budding artist or an ol' doodler who just needs a
refresher this is the workshop for you!
Bring your kiddos to craft simple cosplay materials!
Fans of the genius mind of Matt Mercer unite! Share your favorite
Critical Role memories, meet other Critters, and form new D&D groups to your heart’s content!
Witness amazing spectacles and learn the scientific magic behind them
with the Don Harrington Discovery Center!
Always wanted to play Dungeons and Dragons but never had the chance?
We’ve got you covered! Jump in with both feet and participate in an hour-long adventure with an
experienced dungeon master!
A lion tamer from The Cirque de Singe has disappeared from his locked, windowless compartment on board the circus train bound for Chipmunk
Flats. The missing man had a penchant for blackmail. Was the law getting too close? Did he make
himself disappear? It looks like a simple missing person case until a headless automaton is found.
Can you solve the mystery before the next stop? This audience involved steampunk mystery panel
will keep you guessing. Be a character or read a clue but solve the mystery before the next stop!

Panel descriptions
Relive all the fun of the classic Nickelodeon game show by answering trivia
questions and competing in physical challenges, or just enjoy the show as a spectator!
Go is the oldest game still played in its original form,
a highly strategic mixture between chess, Connect 4, and Othello. Learn a general overview of the
game as well as basic rules and history. We’ll also take an interesting look at the past and a look to
the future of AI.
Muggles and wizards alike are welcome to join together to celebrate the wonderful world of Harry Potter! All houses welcome!
Join us for a Tea Dueling Tournament following the rules and regulations of the American Tea Dueling Society! 16 contestants will battle for the title and a prize!
These are arguably two of the most difficult aspects of a
humanoid to draw for artists new and old. Learn some tips, tricks, and techniques to improve your
own skills. Bring a sketch book!

Do you love LARP? Steampunk? Cosplay? A
good who-dunnit? Come join us for an introduction to Murder Mystery Dinner Parties. We will discuss tips and tricks of finding the perfect game, casting characters and setting the mood for a successful party. Who doesn't love a bit of murder and mayhem?
Do you have a little bit of megalomania inside you? Good! Most
Dungeon Masters do! Learn from two experienced local DMs exactly what it takes it takes to build
the perfect sandbox for your players to explore. They’ll share their experiences with D&D and answer any questions you may have!
New to the world of Dungeons and Dragons? Learn how
to craft the perfect character from an experienced player and get all your questions answered! All
you need to bring is your imagination (and maybe a pencil)!
The Night Nerd celebrates the wonderful guests of YC3 by
counting down our favorite Star Trek characters, pirates, vampires and even adding a character the
Guardians of the Galaxy! Join us and find out if your favorites made the list!
Are you interested in getting started in cosplay? Hear from our local
experts CandySkull Cosplay, Slashwolf, Nikachu, ZohDz, and My Circus My Monkey’s Cosplay as they
discuss their tips and tricks!
Everyone struggles with negativity in many aspects of their lives,
whether it be thoughts in their own heads that they aren't good enough, comments in passing from
judgmental family, or any other number of places. In cosplay, we tend to struggle just as much, unable to feel proud or stopping ourselves from making or wearing cosplays we think we aren't good
enough for. Learn how to love yourself as a cosplayer and build those positive vibes!

Panel descriptions
I do a lot of live videos and YouTube videos - I will cover the basics of role playing in game and give individuals who come a ton of tools for their tool box. The idea
is to compare and contrast what some people think a tabletop RPG is and what it truly is.
In the small town of Chipmunk Flats, weird lights
flashed through the sky and a meteor appeared to crash into the back pasture of Old Man Willard’s
ranch just outside of town. When Old Man Willard investigated, he found a small space craft had
crashed and he immediately called the Sheriff. A scientist working nearby was called in to take a
look. Alien looking tracks led away from the craft and transformed into human footprints as they
headed for town. Is there an alien among us and what are his/her/its intentions? This audience involved mystery panel will keep you guessing. Be a character or read a clue but solve the mystery
before it’s too late!
It’s an e-sports throw down as Amarillo College takes on
West Texas A&M in one of the most popular competitive PC games on the market!
Do you want to bring Star Wars to life? Learn from our
local 501 Legion chapter about the history of the groups, costuming requirements, costume building, charity fund raising, the differences between the clubs, and more!
st

Join Libbi Duncan, author of young adult sci-fi
series THE SCORCHING TRILOGY, in an interactive class on how to create a vivid world for your
next story.

